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InfoSec Career Hacking : Sell Your Skillz, Not Your SoulSyngress Publishing, 2005
A Technical Guide to Landing (and Keeping) a Job in the Information Security Field

Do you analyze every packet that crosses...
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Hacking: The Next Generation (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
With the advent of rich Internet applications, the explosion of social media, and the increased use of powerful cloud computing infrastructures, a new generation of attackers has added cunning new techniques to its arsenal. For anyone involved in defending an application or a network of systems, Hacking: The Next Generation is one of the...
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The CPO: Transforming Procurement in the Real WorldApress, 2012

	In the novel The CPO: Transforming Procurement in the Real World, we meet Thomas Sutter, a German-American living in Dusseldorf and working as a procurement manager for a major global automobile manufacturer, Autowerke. On a chance encounter while flying to Chicago, he meets the CEO of Heartland, a major food company...
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Linux System Administration Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2009
The job of Linux systems administrator is interrupt-driven and requires constant learning in byte-wise chunks. This book gives solutions to modern problems, even some you might not have heard of, such as scripting LDAP, making Mac clients play nice with Linux servers, and backup, security, and recovery scripts. Author Juliet Kemp takes a broad...
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JRuby CookbookO'Reilly, 2008
If you're interested in JRuby, you probably don't need a turorial on Ruby, Rails, or Java -- you just need to know how to get things done. This Cookbook offers practical solutions for using the Java implementation of the Ruby language, with targeted recipes for deploying Rails web applications on Java servers, integrating JRuby code with Java...
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Fedora 10 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As a market-leading, free, open-source Linux operating system (OS), Fedora 10 is implemented in Red Hat Enterprise Linux and serves as an excellent OS for those who want more frequent updates. Bestselling author Christopher Negus offers an ideal companion resource for both new and advanced Linux users. He presents clear, thorough instructions so...
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Gray Hat Python: Python Programming for Hackers and Reverse EngineersNo Starch Press, 2009

Python is fast becoming the programming language of choice for hackers, reverse engineers, and software testers because it's easy to write quickly, and it has the low-level support and libraries that make hackers happy. But until now, there has been no real manual on how to use Python for a variety of hacking tasks. You had to dig through...
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Red Hat Linux 7.2 Bible Unlimited Edition (With CD-ROM)Hungry Minds, 2001
Linux was a phenomenon waiting to happen. The computer industry suffered from a rift. In the 1980s and
1990s, people had to choose between inexpensive, market−driven PC operating systems from Microsoft and
expensive, technology−driven operating systems such as UNIX. Free software was being created all over the
world, but...
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The Art of Software Security Assessment: Identifying and Preventing Software VulnerabilitiesAddison Wesley, 2006
 

“There are a number of secure programming books on the market, but none that go as deep as this one. The depth and detail exceeds all books that I know about by an order of magnitude.”

–Halvar Flake, CEO and head of research,...
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Neuromuscular Disease: Evidence and Analysis in Clinical NeurologyHumana Press, 2006

	A Certain Kind of Wisdom In Plato’s Apology, the Greek philosopher Socrates is on trial to defend himself against the allegation of corrupting the youth of Athens. Socrates denies this charge and offers an alternate reason for why he is on trial. He explains, “[w]hat has caused my reputation is none other than a certain kind of...
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Mastering Qt  5: Create stunning cross-platform applications using C++ with Qt Widgets and QML with Qt Quick, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		An In-depth guide updated with the latest version of Qt 5.11 including new features such as Quick Controls and Qt Gamepad

	
		Key Features

		
			Unleash the power of Qt 5.11 with C++
	
			Build applications using Qt Widgets (C++) or Qt Quick (QML)
	
			Create cross-platform...
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Security Power ToolsO'Reilly, 2007
What if you could sit down with some of the most talented security engineers in the world and ask any network security question you wanted? Security Power Tools lets you do exactly that! Members of Juniper Networks' Security Engineering team and a few guest experts reveal how to use, tweak, and push the most popular network security...
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